IACHEC 2016

Welcome to IUCAA
University Campus, Pune, India

www.iucaa.in
Pune: Located in Western India,

Nearest major International Airport: **Mumbai**, 160 km away (< 4h by road)

Also, good air connectivity with **Delhi**

City of Hills, Forts, Temples, Research and Educational Hub, InfoTech and Automobile Industry. GMRT is nearby.

Population: 8.2 million
IUCAA: Inter-University Centre for Astronomy & Astrophysics

Located within Pune University

On-campus Guest House accommodation for up to 100 visitors

Fully wi-fi campus

Meeting facilities:
4 Halls: capacity 500, 120, 80, 40
2 board rooms: capacity 30, 20
2 meeting rooms: capacity 12 each

IUCAA will host accommodation on campus. There are also several good hotels nearby.

**Urgent requirement:**
Freeze the dates
Propose that IACHEC 2016 be held in early March

Feb 29 - Mar 3